The main conference of IEEE WoWMoM 2013 starts on 5 th June with keynote "Smart CitiesTechnologies, Big Data and Citizens" by Mischa Dohler from CTTC, Spain. The program on 6 th June includes keynote "Rethinking Video Transport" by Gustavo de Veciana from the University of Texas at Austin, USA as well as panel "Wireless Dense Networks: Simple Rescaling or Change of Paradigm?" moderated by Albert Banchs from Institute IMDEA Networks and UC3M (Carlos III University of Madrid), Spain. The technical program also contains presentations of 28 full papers, 10 short papers, 6 papers in the Industry Track, 9 work-in-progress papers, 9 demos, and 13 papers in the Ph.D. Forum. On the social side, the conference hosts a Spanish cocktail party at the UC3M Getafe venue on 5 th June and banquet in the luxurious Alcala heart of Madrid on 6 th June.
Organizing a major conference involves numerous tasks of wide breadth and high complexity. Despite my prior participation in many conferences, it is my service as the WoWMoM 2013 General Chair that allowed me to fully appreciate the effort needed to make a conference a success. Luckily for me, the other Chairs of the Organizing Committee carried most of the workload in an effective decentralized manner. First of all, I would like to heartily thank Manuel Urueña from UC3M and Vincenzo Mancuso, my colleague at Institute IMDEA Networks, for their persistence and level heads in making the local arrangements. Web Chairs Levente Csikor and Gábor Rétvári (both from Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary) provided and maintained the impressive up-to-date presence of WoWMoM 2013 online. Michela Becchi (University of Missouri, USA), Yaping Lin (Hunan University, China), Jorge Navarro Ortiz (University of Granada, Spain), and Maxim Podlesny (University of Waterloo, Canada) formed a reliable well-coordinated team of the Publicity Chairs who globally spread the word about the conference activities. As the TPC Chairs, Enzo Mingozzi (University of Pisa, Italy) and Yonghe Liu (University of Texas at Arlington, USA) did an excellent job to conduct the review and selection of the full, short, and work-in-progress papers for the technical program. Yonghe also served as the Finance and Registration Chair to take care of the conference budget. I wish the WoWMoM 2013 attendees a fruitful exposure to the newly presented ideas in multimedia and wireless communications, exciting social networking with other participants, and pleasant time in our wonderful Madrid.
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Sergey Gorinsky
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